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About This Game

Trimmer Tycoon is a fast survival game. You’re the new owner of a beard-trimming salon - Shavy. Customers start flowing in
with absurd wishes for their beards. Can you satisfy their beardy dreams and keep up with the ever-increasing rent? With only
an electric shaver and a pair of scissors as your tools, you dream of one day becoming the best trimmer millionaire in the pixel

world.

Trimmer Tycoon is a shop management game with simulator elements. You start off with an empty shop which you can later
expand to a bigger and better one. Customers find you quickly and your job is to satisfy their beardy dreams to the best of your
abilities. Attract more customers by decorating your shop and handle rush hours with skilled employees. The customers expect

accurate shaves and colors, but you can’t take too long; the clock is ticking — you need to make enough money to pay rent!
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Title: Trimmer Tycoon
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Improx Games
Publisher:
Improx Games
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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it's a book, and I can't read. Amazing game! Even in the actual Early Access state the game has a lot more to offer than most of
the other VR games out there.

Really looking forward for all the new content! I know you can trust the developers as they are being really communicative and
responsive during the beta. If you have any suggestion don’t hesitate to ask them in the Discord channel, the will solve it for
sure!. This is one of the best looking VR games currently out and generally has very high production value. It's short (2 hours)
but constantly voice acted very well and feels like an interactive movie with you in the center of it, that's not to say there isn't
gameplay as the shooting is fun and satisfying, and at times very challenging. Has a few suprisingly emotional scene's too that
will stick with me for a while. Overall highly recommended, if the length bothers you, wait for a sale, but it really should be
experienced.. The graphics of this game are very nice. as far as gameplay its pretty linear but very scary. only real complaint is
the insanly loud jumpscare.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UayvZf3DW6A&feature=youtu.be. Gooooooooooood game!
+cards
+19 achievements
+nice soundtrack
8.5/10. Fantastic cheap rail shooter. Great bargain VR game and easy to pick up for people new to gaming and VR.. Pretty
simple and yet pretty fun, good entertainment for a few minutes, easy to complete achievements and overall chill gameplay,
good time killer.. Cribs pretty hard from Dark souls without any of the impetus for fighting.
Killing mobs gets you nothing but an opportunity to change weapons.
Expansive world that somehow feels pointless.
The story is mostly delivered through npc text boxes and is very generic.
Sound cues happen simultaneously and overlap each other.
This could be good with a bunch of work..

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TVNwJuQNUl0. As i didn't play the original version before this, this review is disregarding any comparison
to that version.

A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX is a side-scrolling mecha shooter game, safely to say a Megaman clone.

You have 2 mechs to choose from Ares and Tarus, similar to the roles how X and Zero in Megaman series.
Each has different set of weapons and abilities and both have different storyline, though same levels and objectives.

The game technically and visually is good, however the soundtrack doesn't fit and really boring.

The story in general is generic, although it has few cool twists. But it's nothing special at all. You go on levels, destroy bots to
save humankind. That's it.

You have also a human female as an assistant that communicate with you throughout your mission and develop new upgrades
for you suit.

During the levels there are database cubes and upgrade units to collect, the former for expanding game lore to read and the later
allow you to upgrade weapons and abilities.

Each character has 7 levels, which are exactly the same but different dialogues.
And you can beat the entire game in few hours (took me 5 hours).

Let's switch to the cons:

- Level designs: Some areas can be really frustrating, designed to hinder your movements limits to your demise.
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- Unskippale scenes: This really made me mad, because checkpoints happen before a hard part, which forcing me to watch the
same scene over and over and over until I successfully pass the area. Boss Battles has the same problem.
- Checkpoints sometimes are set far from each other, again due to some areas being frustrating, having to run through many
rooms\/traps\/enemies before you getting to a new checkpoint isn't really a nice idea if you want to put a challenge in the way. I
really don't like repeating the same steps for 5~10 times before I figure out a solution.
- The Ending (both endings), although are good, end abruptly. It would be better to see at least a glimpse of the aftermath.

6.5\/10. very strategjamic
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it not bad i like that you can see all the endding you got and also the new type of systen with the date and her to do list aka jobs
and class but im not a big fan of no CUBE ! i love him i need him in these one but you know it all in all good and i do hope they
do the last few games such as pm4 pm5 and anyother i have missed i know that one was made for thr ds so i can see it not
making it way here but if it dose omg i love these guys. OH MY GOD in the first few seconds i knew this was bad.
the controls are unintuitive and if you turn too strongly in any direction (up down left right) the camera will have some sort of
spasm and fall miles behind the plane.
the combat would be unimpressive for a ps2 game and even though i know that this supposed to be arcadey and non realistic but
there is a fine line between intresting arcadey hadling and just straight up awful design in the control and combat area. this is
because:
> there is no bullet drop
> i managed to destroy a hot air balloon from 1500m away (??)
> the AI is... well... lets just say 'questionable'
> you do not want to even see the floor in this game (unrelated but the resolution just amazed me so much i had to comment)
to end this, i must say if i was IGN and being payed a lot of money to say this game was good i still wouldn't.
Now this is IGN so that is saying something...
NEVER DOWNLOAD THIS GAME. I walked briskly into a field, hit a dog and then got murdered by said dog.
What a fun

fun. haha this is great xD I love umbrellas scene. Would like to buy more if if it will come more.. Can`t start in Windows 10.
Have to look for a solution.... you have to activate direct play in Windows 10 (optionalfeatures)
but the name of the Game is Club Manager !!!!2017!!! and it dont work in Windows 10???

After activating legacy direct play it runs in window mode.... realy crap.

I didn`t wont to play in windows mode - in game settings for full screen dont work.

Pls.. guy develope a game with state of the art technics!. Best Live Action I try out !
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